How to Aerial Photography

When Charles Eide began to see Radio Control technology get to a point where cameras could be mounted on aircraft and get reasonable footage, he had to go deeper. Read more to learn how to stay safe and get great footage!

Technical Pirouette Flips

Most RC aerobatic helicopters are capable of performing a pirouetting flip; an aircraft with a lot of power or aggressive capabilities is not required. Read more to learn how you can execute this maneuver!

For members Model Aircraft Flight Restrictions Over Military Property

Earlier this year, the FAA and Department of Defense announced airspace restrictions above 133 military facilities to address national security concerns. Read more to learn what these restrictions include!

Product review Blade Nano QX2 FPV BNF with SAFE Technology

As FPV racing continues to grow, Horizon Hobby makes it easier and easier to get into this facet of model aviation. Read more for the full review of this revamped introductory FPV racing quadcopter!

Our community Heli Extravaganza 2012

Fun, fellowship, and hospitality describe the Triple Tree Aerodrome and the full-scale and model enthusiasts who use the facility. Read more to learn about the first all-helicopter event held at the site, and mark your calendars for this year’s Heli Extravaganza, set for September 21-24, 2017!